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M
ost observers would agree there is significant oppor-
tunity to capture value in the pricing of new prod-
ucts. A study conducted at the Wharton School of
Business underscored this, finding that managers

tended to be too conservative and fearful when setting prices,
thus losing significant revenue and profit.1

Many companies have realized this and created structured pro-
cesses for new product launches, while various consultancies
have developed frameworks to optimize pricing and involve it in
product development.2 However, managers too often do not have
access to such processes nor allocated budgets. Nonetheless, these
personnel can still benefit by taking a more rigorous approach to
new product pricing. This is especially true for those in down-
stream sales and marketing organizations, where a little thought
and effort can help considerably to increase profits.

The key to pricing a new product is determining and monetizing
the differential value it brings to customers. Sounds easy, but by
nature, innovations are new and unfamiliar, so they need to be
closely examined. Once the value is established, simple price-value
maps can be used to determine an appropriate price range, and
demand curves can indicate where optimal price points fall.

The Key Step: 
Determining the Differential Value
The three complementary approaches for determining a new
product’s value are:

1. Classifying the product’s level of innovation in a framework
2. Valuing the benefits for all the stakeholders
3. Analyzing the entire usage chain around the product

Approach 1: 
Employ an Innovation Framework: 
Revolutionary, Evolutionary, Follower
A simple method for positioning a pricing strategy is to classify
the product’s level of innovation. This method has been suc-
cessful for specialized and high-technology equipment, though

it is not a substitute for a full value analysis, as outlined in ap-
proaches 2 and 3.

Innovations are classified as one of the following:

• Revolutionary—truly new and exceptional

• Evolutionary—improvements over previous iterations

• Follower—bringing little, new additional value

Revolutionary
These products are exceptional, by nature, and their prices should
reflect and signal this. The introductory price should be a number
of times the current product’s price, and should be upped to the
point where managers “feel nervous.” The growing pains experi-
enced by early models (which will ultimately be solved) should
not detract from the price valuation.

High prices serve many purposes for revolutionary products:

• They provide an “anchor” for perceptions of top value; start-
ing with high prices and then reducing them gradually will
be seen by consumers as a sign of premium quality

• They fund the market development and activities needed to
establish the product

• They act as a filter so only committed “early adopters” buy it;
that is, those buyers who are likely to be champions and not
frustrated with initial bugs

The acceptance of a revolutionary product is generally not strongly
dependent on the price, but more so on convincing customers of
its value and the need to switch to it. A good adage to keep in
mind is, “You probably will sell a lot less than you think, but at
a much higher price than you expect.”
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As an example, when in-sink garbage disposal units—“garbura-
tors”—were first introduced, price was thought to be the reason
for their poor uptake. In fact, it was the required fundamental
shift in behavior that was to blame. After being taught not to put
bones and garbage into the sink for fear of clogging the drain,
consumers were to do exactly that. Once they were educated on
the new machines, acceptance rose.

Evolutionary
Like the new model of a car, digital camera or TV, these products
bring additional value but are similar to existing ones. As such,
there is a temptation to price them (too) closely to their predeces-
sors. This often results in underpricing them and an inadvertent
price war.3 Why? When faced with an improved competitor, what
other options are there to prevent losing share in the short term
other than cutting price? (Underpricing an innovation has the
same effect as a general price cut.)

Caution needs to be taken with evolutionary products to capture
their value to keep a stable market. Industries, such as luxury
goods, that are successful at this, generally have higher margins
than those that give away incremental value regularly, such as
consumer electronics.

Follower
A “me-too” product with no differentiation is clearly not what
one aspires to. However, smart marketers have managed to make
successes out of such situations with creativity and by exploit-
ing niches.

Consider Cialis, which was the third erectile dysfunction pill
on the market and was fundamentally similar to the existing
ones. Viagra was the clear leader; and Levitra, second to mar-rr
ket, only made a small impact with less than 15% market share
despite being faster acting. So how could an additional therapy
be successful? Lilly Icos took Cialis’ potential weakness of be-
ing less effective—it has a half-life of 17.5 hours4 versus four for
Viagra5aa —and exploited it as being longer lasting. Cialis was po-
sitioned in a romantic light as “Le Weekender”: “When a tender
moment turns into the right moment, you’ll be ready.” The re-
sult: Cialis grabbed 30% of the market, double of Levitra, with
a price premium.6

If no niche can be found, one of two pricing strategies can still
achieve success: offering the lowest price to capture the price-
sensitive segment, or the highest one to serve the portion of the
market that associates price with quality. As a rule of thumb,
the price-driven segment is usually 15-20% of the total market.
The quality segment can be the same size, but varies more: it is
larger when it is difficult to rate performance of products, and
there is risk in their use. The choice of low or high price should
be driven by one’s underlying business model. Is there a brand
name? Are there exclusive channels to support a high price? Or,

Figure 1: Listing all the Stakeholders
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can costs be stripped out to win at the bottom? Consider whether
it is better to spend money on marketing activities or to offer it
to the customer at a discount.

Ultimately, a low-cost strategy will only be stable if you are the
lowest-cost provider—or too small to cause price retaliation.

Approach 2: 

This exercise is particularly powerful when an innovation adds
value to those who are not commonly the direct customers, and
for whom a different approach and mindset is needed to capture
the value.

The exercise can be set up as a brainstorming session that engages
participants from across functions—marketing, sales, finance,
and ideally users too—to ensure all aspects of the value are dis-
covered. Such sessions also aid in buy-in and implementation of
the final strategy.

The sessions, which can be as short as a few hours, can be struc-
tured in three parts:
1. List all the possible stakeholders
2. List all the differential benefits to each group
3. Quantify all the benefits

It is important to consider every imaginable stakeholder, which
can ultimately lead to different targeting, segmentation and sales
approaches. Beyond the direct customer that is usually sold to,
there can be a separate payer, installer, owner, manager...among
others. Highlight those who may receive significant value but are
not often considered the main customer for further follow-up.

Once the stakeholders are identified, all the differential benefits 
need to be rigorously examined by the group. Benefits can be
lower transport, less wastage, increased productivity, time sav-vv
ings, easier installation, increased longevity, fewer side effects,
and reduced maintenance. The value to the customer can also be
multi-dimensional, deriving from the product, associated services
and company reputation (brand). With a long list of benefits,
participants are enthused about a higher price, and naysayers
are silenced.

Benefits must be quantified, even if they are estimates. If a prod-
uct’s developer cannot put a number on them, how is the cus-
tomer expected to? Benefits can be classified as direct (including
material cost savings and additional revenue for the customer)
and indirect to help with the quantification.

Cost savings should not be overemphasized because the easi-
est way to reduce costs is to cut the product’s price. As a rule of
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thumb, purchasers will generally ac-
cept a price increase that is half the
quantified, differentiated value. The
actual proportion may be higher
and will depend on the purchaser’s
maturity and experience with ROI
calculations (the more familiar, the
easier to sell the uplift) and strength
of the calculations.

The indirect benefits should also
be quantified, understanding this
will be done using approximations
and estimates. The customer cannot
be expected to pay “full value” for
these benefits, but a proportion of
them based on how well the value
can be sold. When there are sig-
nificant indirect benefits, a possible
approach is to charge fully for the
direct benefits and not charge addi-
tionally for the indirect ones.

A successful tactic for quantifying
value can be to have customers cal-
culate the potential benefits them-
selves. This is achieved by setting up
a simple value calculator where they
provide the inputs (See Figure 3).

Approach 3: Analyze the Entire 
Usage Chain
To complement the stakeholder analysis, a method to examine
and enhance the value of a product is to consider the full life
chain around its use. This can help escape commoditization and
other situations where it is difficult to differentiate the inherent
product. This practice is particularly powerful when you can
add services or other value adds, and discover otherwise hid-
den value.

The exercise involves outlining all the relevant activities surround-
ing the use of the product and then searching for value at each
stage. In Figure 4, if you are a provider of seeds, the ultimate
product may be the bread for a lunch bistro sandwich.

For the farmer, the yield, hardiness, resistance to pests, and ef-ff
ficiency of harvesting are all potential differentiating points. Do
yield guarantees, advice on obtaining the best results in difficult
conditions, or tailored guidance for the growing season’s forecast
add value? Opportunities before the product reaches the farmer

can be: packaging that prevents damage or loss, multiple delivery
methods, and bulk purchasing to co-operatives. And after leav-vv
ing the farmer, does the seed produce grain that helps bread stay
fresh longer, or is it easier to package or transport? Does it have
faster baking times? Do you provide optimized baking and stor-rr
age guidelines, a database of many users’ experiences?

Following these three outlined approaches the full value of the
new product should be known. The next stage is price discov-
ery; that is, translating the value to an optimum price. Price-
value maps give a price for the determined value, and demand
curves optimize the actual price points to maximize revenue
nd profit.

Price-Value Mapping
rice-value (P-V) maps are fundamental tools that allow:

. Value to be translated into market prices and to compare com-
peting alternatives

. Companies to verify assumptions on market dynamics and
customer value perceptions

They are simply plots of all products with their price against cus-
tomer perceived value: the higher the value, the higher the price.
When market shares are stable, all products lie on the equilib-
rium line. If a product is below the line, it provides additional
value for the price and gains share, while the reverse is true for
products above the line.

McKinsey & Co. has published excellent articles that explain
these maps in detail. 3,7 A spreadsheet can easily be used to cre-
ate your own maps. If a drawn map does not describe the actual
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market dynamics, then the assumptions, especially those regard-
ing the customer’s perception of value, need to be revisited.

A price for the innovation is simply given by plotting its com-
parative value on the P-V map’s equilibrium line as shown in
Figure 5.

Demand curves are linked to the P-V maps by a common price
axis, and help optimize the price.

Demand Curve
Demand curves are plots of sales volume at different prices for
a product. The product of the axes (price x volume) is revenue.
The curves show:

1. Total revenue that can be captured in the market, which is the
area under the demand curve (i.e., all the incremental price x
volume)

2. The price for maximum revenue or profit, which is obtained
by plotting the product of the points of the curve (price x vol-
ume) and identifying the peak

The demand curve is a useful tool to collect and organize
market information and to debate and scrutinize expecta-
tions openly. Pricing and customer demand can be discussed
across multiple scenarios, not just a single point (“the price
I need to get the business”), resulting in more intelligent de-
cisions. Market research can be employed to create a more
robust curve.

It is not always easy to develop an exact demand curve, but a good
approximation can always be constructed with an organization’s

collective knowledge. An imperfect curve is better than none at
all, and it can be improved over time. A first draft can be made
with existing sales information. An internal workshop with mar-rr
keting, sales, finance should be set up to discuss: “At prices x, y
and z, what are the expected volumes?” (This can be at the same
session where the value proposition is discussed.) Tips for creat-
ing a demand curve:

• Data points can be found from:
 Current contract prices and volumes
 Previous “special deals” and promotions
 Market reaction to previous price increases

• Demand curves tend to have plateaus at defined price points
rather than being perfectly smooth

• If your product has a standard budgetary price, such as reim-
bursement levels for medical products, demand will drop off
sharply past that point, while prices below will not increase
demand significantly

With a demand curve, one can see how multiple price points
maximize volume, revenue and profit (Figure 6a vs. 6b). The
curve guides where price points should be to optimize revenue,
and therefore the segments to target.

The optimal price for maximum revenue is determined from
the demand curve by plotting the revenue curve (price x volume
from the demand curve). The optimal price occurs at the peak
on the revenue curve as shown in Figure 7. The shape of the rev-vv
enue curve also alerts one to sharp drop-offs of revenue for small
price changes.
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Figure 8 shows an example of optimizing price with demand
curves for a high technology product. The product manager
assembled sales managers from key markets and finance to cre-
ate the demand and revenue curves. The curves revealed that
a range of prices from $20,000-$27,000 gave similar revenue,
and it was important not to underprice because of capacity
constraints. This price range was higher than the original es-
timate of $17,000, as the effect of the constraints on revenue
were not accurately understood without the curves. The team
subsequently focused on strategies to attain even higher prices
given the constraints.

A final step in any new product pricing is to verify the costs
against the price level to ensure profitability (a critical step be-
fore launching the product). Whatever chance you have to test

prices in the marketplace before a full launch should also be
taken advantage of. Nothing can replace the real world’s ability
to provide valuable feedback.

Pricing new offerings is one of the most challenging tasks in mar-rr
keting, whether for revolutionary, evolutionary or follower prod-
ucts. The key is to determine a product’s full value by determining
all the differential benefits to each stakeholder and quantifying
them. Examining the entire chain around the usage of the of-ff
fering creates additional value-enhancing possibilities. Once the
value is established, price-value maps and demand curves can be
used to find the optimal price points. Such an exercise can reap
great rewards.

Demand Curve
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